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"The existential purpose of building
(architecture) is to make a site become
a place, that is, to uncover the mean-
ing potentially present in the given
environment. " ,

C. Norberg-Schultz



ABSTRACT

The intention of this thesis is to study both architecture and landscape architecture
and to find the "comm0n ground" between the two. By understanding nature and how
the man-made environment can express and complement nature, strong and meaning-
ful places can be created.
The project for this thesis is a competition. "A Museum on the Shore of a Lake," in
which a museum, winter garden, health club, shops and restaurants, parking and a
marina are to be incorporated onto a nine acre urban waterfront site.
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PROCESS* EXISTING CONDITIONS

rteht the eeeheettheh eeethet:
··i—he Site ts a gentle westfoeing slopeleaaing frorn the business Center of atown of 1 00,000 People ta the share afthe take- a uaet thtaha Sea th the heartof the Miawest- The town is afarniturernanafoetwing eenter that was alsoantil Worla War 11 a Proaiieer ofauto-mahttes aha uhtit the tate t eees °fPutPana paper proavets-The sitefer the museum aha surrauha·
Main Street, between Elm Street andSecond Street, the lake and WaterStreet. surrcunding buildings arelate-19th eentary vintage, ofheights ofopproxirnately 25-40 feet- The boladeubie tthe btseetihg the site represehtsrailroad tracks, which are to remain.(The railroad right-ofway and stationmust remain ih use- The traeks may·
h()u)€l)€T, be TQÜSCCI, €XCClUClt€d, 6The existing streets within the site rnaybe alterea- The lake eage on the siteplan rnog be atterea- The stritetitreswhich are existing within the site

may be €iÜ'l€TI demolished,
Ü'lCOTpOTat€a ÜTIO any Tl€l.Uly
structure, or allowed to remain intact.
S€TUtC€S and utilities may be assumed

Ü tII EI" 6 2040 ao1403



PROCESS: PROGRAM FOR THE SITE

"The downtowns of most Middle Commercial:
Health 0hlh t000 thethheteh*000telby

copying suburbia-—and in particu- Running Track (1/10 mile long)
lar its enclosed shopping malls—have Swimming Pool (75’ x 31’)
at beststemmed the tlde of their extinc— Locker Rooms
ÄÜGt wGV$t eataPUtted them tG a
'-speß 3unti33ati;*ci3h c3ie3t1th. biéhe §ackeh1äa1lCourts
ma ‘e man S ee a alle en GUSS GUNS
closed to trajjlc and landscaped in Exercise Rooms object on the landscape. This solution,(·:M2II333I33552122w

that make miniature goßcourseslciok nämgcä hatte made abutichcéntly Health Food C
c ear a own owns canno re-
vived, much less survive by further Restaurants (public)
assubur nizingthemselves. Downtown_must

be more than a nonfunctional Faet feed
shopping center. Downtown must be a Sitdewn _
special place, distinctfrom suburbia--
aseto ublicplaces that combine
cul-frjjeettural,{:§mmercialand civic functions Shape (10*000 eq' fe) MM ((((((1 ( MM mt"
appealing to a wide segmentof the resi-
dentpopulation-urban and suburban Marma
alike—as well as to the tourist in
search of a change of scene. Perkmg

3Tothis end, it is proposed that a gen- · Ü
eral interest museumfeaturing display
gä?arefor historical and contemporary ‘ . _,
Äpainsculpture and the decorative 33g-gÄ
2as well as special collections of
3meand industrial artifacts
Speevteelly retatthgte the htetery ef the
3rebecome the focus ofa water- 3_‘.(‘((·fr ntreclamation project at the end of j _ -— (· (..\3_]„(
(downtoThis mixed use cultural, s Ä Ä _ 3 ( 32;
3commerand recreational center » t-—· ·
will also includeamarina, specialized
3shopand a health club as well as 0
year round planthouse or winter
garden which will feature specially
changing displays and provide a set-
tingfor informal concepts, civic recep-
t{()rt5_ as well ([5 din[rtg_
The projectcombines architecture and
urban design. While the museum is to
_bedesigned in detail, itsplacementin

’Äa
setting that includes a marina,

(

shops, and a year-round sports club
arefundamental to the overall success
of the undertaking."

5~quote, by Robert Stem, is from the
program booklet for the ACSA 1983 Stu-
3dentDesign Competition. gp
Besides the Museum and Winter ··
3Gthe following space allocation
is required for the site:



PROCESS: FIRST IDEAS
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PROCESS= SITE CONCERNS PROCESS: DESIGN DEvELoPMENT
Important physical aspects of the site:
• The east-west visual axis of the cities Main St. to the water.• The slope of the land towards the shoreline at the south-west corner of the site.• The diagonal street parallel to the site’s slope, running from the end of Main St. to

the railroad station and beyond.
• The isolated piece of the site that is between the city and the diagonal street.• The railroad tracks cutting through the site, parallel with the street and the slope.• The implied density of the city at Water Street and east.

1
AUAI9

WATER · euere · ¤=-r··r•=r~e•=e· · ¢•r·r errßcerulWGÖE LAYER6:2Observations:
• The requirements of the program would put new and relatively large buildings at
..thedge of a city full of small-scale older buildings. Therefore an effort should be
IQmto break up the Volumes as much as possible.• In organizing the buildings on the site, logic determines the location of shops along
QWateSt., closest to the city; parking central to the site but buried: the health club ._ 1 Q .
éconvenieto both the marina and the city workers and benefiting from the southern 1* _1 .1.„sunand the Winter Garden close to the water, looking out and away from the city. QQ

• The pattern of layering from the city to the water, already set up by the diagonal
street and the railroad tracks, should be continued.• The site is a link in the path from the city to the water. Therefore anything built onthe site should reinforce that path. The visual axis of Main St. should remain.• The museum—the focus of this urban site—wants to be a linear building, a bridge
from land to water, an architectural path parallel to the Main St. axis.

It is at this point in the design process that the museum and the site become inter-
QtwinThe site affects the building, the building affects the site. They are on "com-mon ground."



PROCESS: DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

{T"(Man)wants to visualize his under- V .Og
standing of nature, "expressing" the
O{extstentlalfootholdhe has gained. To _ / ’Ä
Y.achtevthis, he builds what he has 1
O,seenWhere nature suggests a delim- V
ited space he builds an enclosure;
where nature appears "centralized,"11herects a Mal, where nature indicates er L T
a direction, he makes apath."C.

Norberg—Schult2

Oiaamman greene rs where ansniisaeire eee landscape eeeriele ii is where1 ·O ofstreets and hills shape the1; V Q ferrns efParks and buildings*1 Ti er V 17 en eernrnen greene ihere is an erh-Ä Ä 1 1 biguity between public and private,ÄO O 1 · 6- Teal and faniasde- auidaaTs and in·
doors, nature and technology and mostÄ -{ other things . . .· · O V The story of the common ground is told

.Ä by walkingfrom one room, indoors or··{Q out, to the next. Floors, walls and ceil-OV Ä · _ ,V ings of verdure alternate with those of{1 stone. wood and water. One walksR Ä through a succession of elementsÄ V V 1 { linked by straightlines. Paths radiate.3ÄV; 2;;iViV Ä Ä1’OO ÄV -1: ÄVÄÄVRV.lälä Ä V. Ä *\ ., 1; Ä 1 ; 1,,- Ä ,, Views eVneV9e· Lines of aees Celor the
path as gr it were immersed in the sea.
One sees ahead at each new glance
through layers of transparent walls.

1* V ene is nsi l°si· siairuiaus ana ra'nPsmake ihe lmaye'O meae mmaal‘.sl’aeeg O1 V ‘1 ·' reeer maa srere ee a1 The eeeen m'Q Ä 1 Q valves playing ana playaeürlg remem-ÜÜ ‘O Äée Ä. ~·^£Ä.l Ä1 oe O O Ä‘·. ·. ‘ Ä Ä beVin9 Old texts and where yaa were1; he Ä.» V~ T 1-,3 1 Ä,. ßve minutes ego The plot is htnted: aV Ä giirnese ef green ihreegri en weh e1. i Ä. VÄÄV1-111°Ä-V l "- „, view dawn a balasll’ade· the sound ofz·1Q‘ * O 1 Ä weier- The sierg is net reveeled et engi§;§VÄii Ü Xxx —V ·O- 1 OO Ü ia Zee PJJOOOO; there OS SOHPOOSQ and amIVVVO·VVV· O 1 O Ä. ·~ O L1 Va? O V 1O *6 igui · · ·{E V1 Ve.? There is Tnagie in ihe insiiles ofoutdoorVV·V,V=1 V VV·6 V Outside Of movie
houses. in the back of Grey Walls. in
circus ten ts, grape arbors, cafes under
trees and shops under awningsfshing
piers and Pacmc Palisades. There is
magic when illusion is reality and op-
Order encloses Magic B. Solomon
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PRODUCT: SITE PLAN
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PRODUCT· THE SITE MODEL



minorBecauseof his need for a belief in per- primary, although contradictory, func- another, whether the route is a tightly "Since its emergence some two
manence and continuity, and more spe- tions of an art museum and both in- controlled or relatively undetermined hundred years ago as a specyic build-
ciiically, as a reaffirmation of his own fluence the spatial organization of the progression. What almost every mus- ing type, the art museum has occupied
existence and heritage, man has always building, one directly and one indi- eum holds in common, no matter what a compelling place in the history ofar-
been a collector of objects. Collecting rectly. These functions are preservation their geometric configuration, is a rela- chitecture. In itseU' the embodiment as
reflects his interest in the impact ofman and display. Preservation includes the tionship between spaces in terms ofcon- well as the repository ofa given socie-
on his environment and of the environ- control of temperature, humidity, and tinuity and linearity, whether it is the ty’s aesthetic values, the art museum
ment on man, the effect that objects air pollution. It includes securing the straight line of John Russell Pole’s Na- focuses 'attention on architecture’s
have on man, and that man has upon works of art from natural disasters and tional Gallery of Art, or the spiral of dual nature asfunctional craft and ex-
objects. It reflects his strong desire to from vandals. And it deals with the im- Frank Lloyd Wright’s Guggenheim. One pressive art. The architect's mandate
learn from the past and to ensure a safe portant issue of lighting; whether artifi- other configuration does exist that com- here- the shaping of celebratory
future. cial or diffused light, indirect natural bines linearity and continuity but also spaces revealed in light and experi-

light, oracombination of these methods allows for a variation or choice in the enced with heightened sensibilities—
The first museums expressly built as should be used. These issues of preser- route. Such a system allows for either a goes to the very heart of the architec-
such were straight-forwardly planned vation, however, give no direct clues to more or less continuous viewing by go- tural enterprise. "
for the sequential viewing of works of a museum building’s form. It is the ing through the exhibition galleries or H. Searing
art. A product of the second halfof 18th function of display, the need for objects for selective viewing ofone or two galler-
century Europe, they bore the imprint to be seen and understood. and for the ies by going only to these from a cor-
of ancient Greece. Imperial Rome, and past to make its impact on the present, ridor. In this instance, there exists a
Renaissance Italy. J.N.L. Durand’s that begins to give a clue to a building hierarchy of subdivision, which is a
generic design for an art museum estab- form. As Vincent Scully said. "There is prerequisite for man moving comforta-
lished a powerful precedent for the no way to separate form from meaning; bly through space.
monumental museum, the temple of one cannot exist without the other."
art. It demonstrated his rationalistic E. H. Gombrich observed that "we do
method ofplanning, with units of small Just as the purpose ofbuilding architec- well to remember that relationships
and large rooms arranged in long se- ture is to reveal the truth about a site, matter in art not only within any given
quences, not unlike the Renaissance the purpose of the museum enclosure is painting but also between paintings as
palace. This tradition of museums as to reveal the truth about the objects on they are hung or as they are seen." Rela-
monumental civic structures continued display. (The enclosure, therefore, must tionships also matter between paintings
in the first museums built in America, relate to the site outside and the objects and objects all ofone kind or ofone time.
in the form of great sprawling Beaux- inside concurrently.) The museum is Our experience of an exhibition is al-
Arts buildings in parks or garden set- rarely concemed with the creation of il- ways a kind of mosaic built up in our
tings. And for the most part, civic monu- lusion. but, on the contrary, tries to re- minds as the result of serial viewing. It
mentality remains the rule for new veal the true nature of the object in the is impossible to comprehend a whole
museums being built today. clearest way. To this end, the typical museum or even one gallery space all at

museum experience is one of viewing once. For this reason, the arrangement
images in sequence, with that sequence of objects is the vital key to a museum‘s

Because of the art museum‘s consistent being sensed by a walking observer comprehensibility. It is only by the suc-
history as a temple of art, the word meeting static objects. (It is similar to cessful arrangement of objects that
"museum" will likely always evoke a the way in which we experience a town truth is revealed, connections are made.
particular character ofbuilding. Rarely, or a building, by moving through it, and knowledge is gained about the ob-
however, does the term evoke a partic- making our own choices of direction.) jects themselves, about man, and about F
ular spatial organization. There are two We always perceive things one after the world that we live in.

8



PROCESS: PROGRAM FOR THE MUSEUM PROCESS: FIRST IDEAS

From the competition booklet: The program requires the following My objective was to design a building
-• -andthe spaces and openin s,srtniatlrgelaigltlye

äräatgailtrgfitäitbtfngtg
hensive or encyclopedic general pur-
POse museum- a traatttah that inetuaes

u ht ar er Scale
ganrtitplex in €Vashington, D.C. and the
Brooklun Museum, where the arts and
sciences of man are showcased in a
singlefacility. As such, theprogramfor
the museum has within itfour major
divisions, each of which constitutes a
ktna of museum wtthtn_a_museum_
One division is devoted to the arts of
man and emphasizes historical and
eontemporarupainting, and Sculpturet
the region and combines the collections‘

various hitherto dispersed local his-otosocieties and university collec-
V’=.The third is devoted to works of Eltiägtemakand contains sigrlüicantdisplay-S
of industrial archaeology including a äecrfetan
eetteetteh ef 'haehthe'9 tetatea te the
processing ofwood into paper, each in-
tended to be housed in a large. ware-
house-type structure. The fourth is
devoted to man and his environment,
iaincludes a large greenhouse in-
Xtgn[0 Sgrvg Q dgublg funcfign QS Loading Area 100 Sq rt——educationaltool and pleasure gar- Ä
den—in the latter capacity constituting
a major attractionfor tourists and resi-
I;The winter garden is to be
operated independently of the mu-
S€U.lTl, SO that lt Call be l.)tSt t€a ally-3

it is also intended to be a major
V.of the entire cultural and com-
j_center-though it is not to be
I.··

•• ·• ••
-eeheteeett me" er gettette Total Net Square FeetQ :11V..·.-„ ‘
VVmeeeem ie ee ee eteeee emeem-thttthgthe weeie hut te epeh et ethet areas erreuiaaeuthehtttthg weehehtte ehe two Ü i 97 ooornightsPer week until 10:00P.m. Oßices Stmctura €tC° ’ Sq' t'
1anadministrative areas are useddur-*Q’1’ jgi
tinnormal business hours FÜ J Sie

'
The museum will receive approxi- I
mately 500-1500 visitors a day, six i-LIVLI
_a week. Provisions should be
Vfor proper orientation, circula-
tion, and separation of visitors and em-
VVV°==1‘VVVVVployees."
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.·Why The Floating Opera? . . . The site determines the form. a linear
That’s part of the name ofa showboat element from the city to the water, that
that used to travel around the Virginia reinforces the Main St. axis. creating aAa

Maryland Tidewater areas . . . It new path that defines more clearly the
always seemed a fine idea to me to outside path that already existed.
buildashowboat withjust one bigjlat
AAodeck on it, and to keep a play Continuing with the idea of layering of
Ägoicontinuously. The boat wouldn't elements to the water, the museums be-
be moored, but would drüt up and gin to relate to the landscape. The Art
Ädowthe river on the tide, and the au- Museum and main entrance are located
dience would sit along both banks. on the isolated piece of land nearest to
They could catch whatever part of the the city. This building is not only the
plot happened to unfold as the boat primary entrance from/to the city, but
floated past, and then they’d have to also holds the theatre, restaurant, per-
Acaanother snatch of it, if they still exhibits. The Art Museum continues as
happened to be sitting there. Tofill in a bridge structure down to the water.
the gaps they ’d have to use their imagi- Connections occur along the way
be-nations,or ask more attentive neigh— tween the bridge and the other mu-
bors, or hear the word passed along seums. -5
Afromupriver or down river. Most times
~—theywouldn’t understand what was Beside the diagonal city street, the {
going on at all, or they ’d think they Museum of the Region is connected to
Aknewwhen actually they didn’t. Lots the bridge. Beside the railroad tracks, g g gAgÄ f

times they’d beable to see the actors. the Museum of Industry is connected.
-·,..not hear them. I needn't explain Finally athird layer of the site is created,
teAgg·that’s how much of ly'e works. " a garden, and beside it, the Museum of

John Barth Environment is connected to the bridge.

This connection, or cross-over between
Z-?jeach

museum and the
art

bridge

implies

A A

AAAAAAAA A
that the arrangement of the art is not 2 Ä
chronological or by schools of art as in
Ämmuseums, but organized by sub-
MjEverything having to do with indus- Q - A' 1
1t aAmerica is clustered in the portionQ

the bridge that intersects the Museum f . Ü·Ä~'.-Q~Ä o
the Environment, and so on. There is.a

change in level, stepping down, where
the subject ofart on the bridge changes.

By organizing four museums within one
museum in this way, it is hoped that

The Pieces: what would be seen by the museum-
Museum of Art goer would be seen with a new richness
Museum of the Region of meaning. Connections could be made
Museum of the Environment directly between the object and how
Museum of Industry man made that object art. This concept

also allows for choices. One could just
-.;"Parthat can be alike: walk the bridge, and see only works of AA
ÄEntraspace art. One could enter any of the buildings /Ä.-··"’
VChagalleries and see only the objects in that particu-
‘Sercore lar museum. Like the Floating Opera,
Circulation core from bridge to museum the museum would have no specific be- Q
,__,_Structu eginning or end. The museum-gO€fS • h—....

would rarely see everything, but only A __
AAPthat are not alike: snatches at a time. They would always Ü Ä‘*i,,“*Ä·¥
The permanent collection to be housed be able to understand, however. the con-.i

each museum; the enclosures of each text of what they see in terms of the
Ä}exhispace. whole museum. "



"The profound originality of architec- A G¤ll@¤°Y

ture as such rests in the internalmass.B
GaHCVY—A¤§CmCbüCS

By giving dejinite form B this Bouow
C C¢m¤¤S¥m¤¤ Caller

space, architecture creates its own
gg¤C*atg¤ Cm-C

universe . . . If you think of it, the F Chrgäängogit Exhibits
greater wonder is the conception and G Restaurant
creation ofa kind of reversal of space. H Senlnrnre Garden
Man moves and acts on the exteriorofIKitchen

every object; he is always outside,andJStorage
to go beyond surfaces, he must break
into them." Henri Focillon
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IEMUSEUMOF THE ENVIRONMENT MUSEUM OF INDUSTRY MUSEUM OF THE CITY MUSEUM OF ART

€%
0 24 48 72

"Injlection in architecture is the wayinAChanging Gallery
which the whole is implied by exploit- I2 B Reading Roorh
ing the nature of the individual parts, T """ ‘ C Miioeurh Shop

rather than their position or number. r, g‘rC‘?;‘;tä’§r§°rc
By injleciing toward something outside F 0;;: to b€l0w__LObbv
themselves, the parts contain their I 3 äQ•§g•{IÄ@p ___ G O oo lo bolow_2nd Floor
own linkage . . . Injlection is a means I

""‘ %}*Q¢' '¢;;•If3Q P

of distinguishing diverse parts while
Nimplyingcontinuity . . . In terms ofper- °‘ .«„^—l-·~·¤„^c.e l¤l„l,.l lwe
ception it ls dependent on something I __fZ_ _ g<„a,,,„Y„,„l ¤lau_„,,,._l ·l,_„
outside itseß and in whose direction it I

' ”""—‘ ae Oiemlvl
injlects. It is a directional form cor- l ¤—F —l·-c„ b~—~¤le\€«
responding to directionalspace.RobertVenturi

llLEVEL 2.5
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hMUSEUMOF THE ENVIRONMENT MUSEUM OF INDUSTRY MUSEUM OF THE CITY MUSEUM OF ART

AAIII 0 24 48 72

"The architects’ main work Ls the or- A Art Bridge _
ganization ofa unique whole through gg; tg gäg:—Art Bridge
conveniional parts and the judicious . .introduction ofnew parts when the old ggäsätägrgorcwon’t do . . . Familiar things seen in an
unfamiliar context become perceptu-
ally new as well as old.

Robert Venturi
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PRODUCT· THE BUILDINGMODEL(ONEPIECE)
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CONCLUSION

‘A strong place presupposes that there In working on this thesis, it became
exists a meaningful correspondence be- clear to me that in my effort to create atween site settlement and architectural "meaningful correspondence" with thedetail. The man-made place has to environment, I needed to design the in-know "what it wants to be" relative to tangible void, the thing never conciouslythe natural environment. We have to be perceived, but which "affects us and can
able to see the meanings of the things control our spirit." I realized that in athat surround us: be they natural or bad building, walls are not architectureman-made. Things always tell several but merely a building material such asstories: they tell about their own mak- concrete block, placed in accordance
ing, they tell about the historical cir- with a building code, making an en-cumstances under which they were closure that is then called "office build-
made, and ß they are real things, they ing" or "motel" or "shopping mall." Inalso reveal truth. The ability ofa thing a good building, to quote William Gass.to reveal truth depends upon how it is "Walls are not boards or bricks butmade, and the next thing to learn is ideas." In a good building, walls are thetherefore making. Seeing and making common ground, the in-between spaces
are united in inspiration and concreti- one moves through from outside to in-
zation. side to outside, with a heightened aware-

C. Norberg-Schultz ness of what is significant on either side.
Susanne Langer, in her book Feeling
and Form, states that architecture

"Place" can be broken down into cate- comes into being only when a "t0tal en-
gories of outside. inside, and in-between vironment is made visible.’° By design-
spaces, though these are relative terms. ing buildings which gather the proper-
The outside spaces where man has de- ties of the place and bring them close to
fined a void and so created an enclosed man. "we protect the earth and become
space-in the city, in the streets, the ourselves part of a comprehensive total-
parks, the squares-, Norberg-Schultz ity." This thesis was an effort to learn
calls this the "urban inside." The exter- how to gather the properties of a place
ior of any building is the interior of the in a building, how to design from the
city; the landscape is the extended outside in and the inside out.
ground to the man-made places.
By recognizing the difference between
the inside and the outside, architecture,
according to Robert Venturi, opens the
door once again to an urbanistic point
of view: "Since the inside is different
from the outside, the wall—the point of
change—becomes an architectural '
event. Architecture occurs at the meet-
ing of interior and exterior forces of use
and space . . . Architecture as the wall
between the inside and the outside be-
comes the spatial record of this resolu-
tion and its drama."

Unfortunately, though, that difference is
hard to recognize, and very few things
are designed from the outside in and the
inside out. "The habits of our mind are
fixed on matter," states G. Scott in The
Architecture ofHumanism: "We talk of
what occupies our tools and arrests our
eyes. Matter is fashioned: space comes.
Space is "nothing’¢-a mere negation ofthe solid. And thus we come to overlook Iit."
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